Ensure unsurpassed product quality and performance when you partner with the industry’s leader in flat die manufacturing and technology.

**Features of an EDI Ultracart™ System**
- Adjustable width for various die sizes
- Stores spare dies
- Trunnions to support die segments
- Gear rack and handwheel for splitting die segments
- Optional built-in electro/hydraulic lifting/lowering mechanisms
- Optional preheat station

**Benefits of an EDI Ultracart™ System**
- *Enhance workplace safety* with the added mobility of a cart, which allows an entire die to be wheeled from the processing line to a maintenance area
- *Reduce downtime* for routine maintenance with a system designed to streamline cleaning procedures
- *Simplify die disassembly and reassembly* by easily rotating the die halves for access to the flow surfaces
- *Prevent costly damage to critical die surfaces* by safely handling dies of all sizes
EDI UltraSplit™ On-line Die Separation Device

- Eliminates the need to remove the die from the line for cleaning
- Provided with a built-in mechanism to split the die halves
- Allows easy assembly and disassembly
- Prevents damage while handling large dies
- On-line die separation device available for dies operating the horizontal position include operator platform to safely access the flow surfaces and flex lip die body rotating device for easy access to flow surfaces

5461mm (215") Autoflex VI-R HM40 Contour™ Die on UltraSplit™ On-line Die Separation Device

EDI EPC™ Deckle Maintenance Cart

- Safely remove the deckle assembly without the use of a hoist or overhead support
- Integrated locking feature secures the cart in place once it's positioned to remove the deckle or start the cleaning process
- Allows for deckle cleaning or maintenance to be done away from the die at a safe and comfortable height
- Eliminates the risk of damaging critical deckle components during routine ‘split and clean’ procedures